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Traditional Bonfire,
Rally, Dance Wed. Nite
Freshmen Build Fire
Vol. 40

'Bell for Adano'
Cast Dates Told
For PLT Drama
By LITAFRANCES DARWIN

pflciri(@\MKiy
College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

First CSTA Meeting
Held on Wednesday
The California Student Teach
ers' Association held its first
meeting on Wednesday evening,
November 14, at 7:30 o'clock, in
the Student Christian Association
room. Miss Ava June Colliver
presided over the meeting and out
lined the program which the As
sociation plans for the coming
year. She then introduced the
guest speaker for the occasion,
Miss Mary A. Ball, the state execu
tive secretary for the California
Teachers' Association in San
Francisco. Miss Ball spoke on
the beginning student and his re
lationship to professional organiz
ation according to national, state,
and local conditions. Refresh
ments were served at the conclus
ion of the meeting.Miss Joan
Hunter was chairman of the food
committee.

Mrs. Roosevelt
First Guest on
Lecture Series

Happy Thanksgiving!
Big Fresno-Pacific
Game on Turkey Day
November 16, 1945 — No. 17

Class Election - Results Told

Dean Farley has arranged a
"A Bell for Adano," which will
course of a series of lectures
play five performances at the
which will begin on January 25,
J. C., COP Classes
"West - of - Broadway" premiere
1946 at the College of Pacific.
Elect New Officers
next month, December 7, 8, 12, 13,
The first lecture will be given by
In Two Day Voting
and 14, at Pacific Little Theatre,
Eleanor Roosevelt.
has been completely cast and is in
Several other lectures will be
Results from Monday's class el
first rehearsals.
given during February and
ections showed Charlie Cooke as
March. Helen and George PapaEarly rehearsals have gone ex
senior class president with Bill
shvily, authors of "Anything
ceptionally well, possibly because
Gingrich running against him.
Can Happen Here," will be the
of a well-written script and the
Janet James scored for vice presi
second speakers of the lecture ser
presence in lead roles of Tony
dent against Reno Dalbin. For
ies. Mrs. Papashvily is a form
Reid and Max Gobel, both veter
secretary a run-off between Bev
er Stockton girl.
ans of overseas service and of the
Byrnes and Penny Kurtzweil was
They will be followed by Vin
Pacific Little Theatre in seasons
nesessary with Penny coming out
cent Sheean, popular author, and
past. They are well assisted by a
on top. Running with them was
Maurice Hindus, authority on
small group of favorites from the
Muriel Hayward. Connie Cockran
Russia.
last two seasons, plus a large as
and Shirley Reid ran for treasur
There may be a fifth speaker
semblage of newcomers, both to
er with Shirley in the lead.
which will be announced later.
the theatre scene and the cam
There was a run-off for junior
pus.
class president between Bruce
Heading the supporting cast of
Coleman and Frank Pierson with
25 will be Maurene Foster, who J ay see Adopts
Pierson leading.
Also running
plays the blonde Tina, daughter
was Fred Brott. Lowell Jenson
of head fisherman Tomasino New Simplified
and Caroline Bennetson tied for
(Warren Hill). Maurene achiev
vice president with Dorthy Ann
Registration
ed some distinction this last sum
Peterson also running.
Jenson
mer when she captured the P.A.A.
won
in
finals.
Anita
Harris
be
A nfew method of registration
50-yard and 100-yard freestyle
came secretary running against
College of the Pacific returns
was
adopted
by
the
Junior
College
swimming title. She first played
Viola Burres. Stan Reames and
to a definite pre-war basis, in
in "Electra," presented in the this semester for the purpose of
Glenn Calvert were run-off with
campus spirit, starting next Wed 'Potlatch' Session
simplifying
the
former
tedious
Outdoor Theatre in June. War
Calvert victorious.
nesday night at 7:30 with the PSA
ren Hill was seen recently as process. Students first visited
Julio Harris received winning
bonfire rally preceding the tra Held Profitable
their
counselors
and
planned
their
IVArcy in "Pride and Prejudice."
votes for sophomore class presi
programs as to the course they ditional Fresno State game.
"What's Potlatch???" was one dent with Hector Pratt and Byron
Bert Trulsson, cast as Guiseppe, wished to take. The teachers and
Under the direction of Cliff
the ex-gangster from Cleveland, hours of programs were then Smythe, rally committee chair of the questions on the minds of Meyer as his opponents. For vice
is returning to the Pacific scene planned by faculty members. Al man, activities will be held in the many students last week.
president there was a run-off be
after having served with the phabetic lists were issued on the lot by the stadium, where a frosh
"Those who did attend this tween Jane Baty and Bill Roberts
Army Air Forces. From Stock
with Baty winning in the finals.
first day of registration and stu guard will set off the pile of
ton, he has played on the local dents reported to rooms where boxes that has already begun to meeting, which was held in the Earlene Kendrich and Marilyn
library of the S.C.A. Building on Carson were eliminated. Patty
stage in "Petrified Forest," "The
they filled out registration books accumulate.
Young in Heart," "End of Sum and completed registration.
Immediately following the bon November 7, soon found out what Lou Peters and Becky Roberts
mer," and "Lady Audley's Sin."
fire
rally Lambda Nu Phi frater it was and have profited by it," re were tied for secretary with Pat
Registered in the Junior College
Returning to the college, too, is
nity is sponsoring a 'Stag' dance. ports Hollis Hayward, "but for the ty Lou winning in the finals. Al
are
298
regular
men
and
727
regu
George Fowler, formerly of the
so running were Maureen Foster
Bids will be 75 cents per person
Navy, and now to take his first lar women totaling 1,025. Special with dancing to six-piece orches benefit of those who weren't pre and Eileen Kolb. Miriam Martell
sent,
I'll
define
'Potlatch.'
It
was
role as Captain Purvis, head of the students include 54 men, and 89 tra.
derived from an Eskimo word won over Wilma Talboy for treas
women, totaling 143; making a
M. P.'s.
An
organized
rooting
section
which means to exchange ideas, urer.
grand total of 1,168. There are
The role of Lt. Livingston, U. S. approximately 100 veterans regis has been planned for the Thanks and that's exactly what we did."
The new freshman president is
Navy, will be played by Byron
giving
day
Fresno
game,
with
Bruce
Feist, who ran against
Topics of all nature were dis
tered in Junior College.
Meyer, who has gained real com
buses furnishing caravan trans cussed ranging from international Mary Mason and Roselen FrerCollege of Pacific registration portation to the students at ap
mendation in roles with the Little
ichs. Katherine Knox became
totals
450 with 20 per cent of the proximately $2.50 per round trip. affairs to campus problems, and vice president with no opponents.
Theatre group. Making his first
afterwards,
refreshments
were
appearance a year ago in "Janie," students coming from out of the Sign-up for bus tickets started served. More students are urged Alice Dakin won over Joseph'
as Scooper Nolan, he has gone on state.
yesterday following the assembly to attend these meetings which Tretheway for secretary and Eu
As of November 12, the number and continues today until noon in will be held every Wednesday aft gene Mortarotti won over Milford
to earn even more plaudits in
of regular students registered in the main hall of the administra ernoon between the hours of 3:30 ! Tiel for treasurer.
(Continued on page 2)
the College totals 260 full time tion building.
In an interview just after his
and 5:30 at the S. C. A.
students, of whom there are 139
At the present time Fresno
election, the new senior class
Bengal Bulletin
juniors and 93 seniors, including State is in possession of the tra
president, Charlie Cooke stated:
Begins Daily
60 veterans. Among the veterans ditional winner's Bell, but Pacific
Methodist Party
"I will take all steps that lead to
there are two women; Mildred expects to bring it home next
ward the making of a normal
Publication
For all Methodist Students peace time senior class, and only
Marsh, who was a WAVE and week.
and those students, who have a those steps which are most bene
The first issue of the Bengal Mrs. Gertrude K. Fisher, formerly
Methodist preference, there ficial to all."
Bulletin came out Tuesday, Nov. a member of the Women's Army
13. This bulletin will be posted Corps.
College Drama Frat will be a Methodist Party on
Julio Harris, president of the
Friday night, at 7:45 in the S. sophomore class, says: "I foresee
in all living quarters and other
Plans Big Season
C. A. building.
places around campus, and will
this year as the year we have all
Members of the California
Mr. Arthur Thurman, direc been waiting for-—a year full of
include notices of coming social PSA CARD SALES
Gamma Chapter of Theta Alpha tor of the California Confer new developments and changes.
events and club meetings. Also,
Pacific Student Association
any messages or notices from the card sales as yet are not com Phi, national honorary dramatic ence Methodist Youth Fellow With the fullest cooperation of the
presidents of College of Pacific plete. Approximately 125 off- fraternity, are planning another ship, and Hale Lambert, presi sophomore class we should be ab
and Stockton Junior College and campus students have not pur active season at Pacific. At the dent of the Fellowship, will be le to bring back the Pacific of
last meeting the following offic the guests of honor.
from the registrar and comp chased their cards.
yesterday.
ers were elected: president-LitaMr. Lawton Harris will lead
troller will be included. Students
"I will give everything I have
The total sales of Pacific Stu
frances
Darwin;
vice-president,
folk dances and games and a to make this sophomore class
are also urged to use the Bengal dent Association Cards number
Bulletin for any announcements, 1000. Eight hundred twenty- Shirley Reid; secretary, Pat Bar Fellowship Hour will be part of "The Class of Pacific." One of
rett; treasurer, Betty McKee. The the evening program.
personal or otherwise.
five of the 1000 were sold to onthe first things I intend to do will
Joyce Bishop and Gloria Roth- campus students. The remain first meeting of this year will be
The committee for the affair be to work for an even better spir
ery are the editors of the Bengal ing 175 were sold to those stu held on November 25th at the includes, Paul Berger, Frances it of unity among the student body
home of DeMarcus Brown, direc Colville, and Muriel Hayward.
Bulletin and they hope to have it dents living off campus.
here at College of Pacific."
tor of the Pacific Little Theater.
appear as a daily bulletin.

Bonfire, Dance
Fresno Rooting
Section, Planned
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Four Inspired Bengals Brave
Bulldog Camp—Motive Revenge

Promising Tiger
Cagers Face
20 Game Schedule

Veterans Club
Holds Meeting
Last Mon. Nite

Bell for Adano
(Continued from page 1)
Charley's

Aunt,"

"Pride

and

Prejudice,' and "Electra."

Also in the cast are newcomers
A squad of 18 hoopsters, includ
less to say the four Tigers beat
(Father PensoKick Woodruff
One bland evening this summer,
a hasty retreat to a haven where ing three returning lettermen
The Veterans Association of vecchio) from Modesto Junior
textbooks having been momentar
they further discussed various from last season erased some of the College of Pacific and Stock College and Xavier University
ily cast aside, an incongruous
strategic movements. All four the furrows from the brow of ton Junior College held a 'bean
group of men students was indulg had plausible and sage suggest Kris Kjeldson, which were put and spaghetti feed" last Monday (Cincinnati), entering Pacific aft
ing in a rather mild bovine ses ions. They all involved a home there by the tough twenty game evening at six o'clock in the S. er one year with the AAF; Gene
sion while they inhaled cokes ward trek which was to be execut schedule which faces the Pacific C. A. building. The after dinner McCabe (Sergeant Trapani), also
casaba tossers during the coming discussion was presided over by
from a nearby fountain. Some ed immediately if not sooner. But
from Modesto; Larry Mason (ZiSol Rosenberg, president of the
how the subject under discussion the seemingly impregnable fort season.
Among the 18 hoopsters are club, who introduced Mr. James to) of Berkeley; and Bob Leedoni
turned to the disgraceful letter ress seemed like a gallant chal
ings that were smeared in con lenge to their prowess in guerilla seven men whom Coach Kjeldson H. Corson, vice-president of (Corporal Schultz) of Berkeley,
spicuous places about their fair warfare. If they could meet that has picked for his varsity. There Stockton Junior College and Dean who has been with the Navy.
campus. Rumor seemed to have challenge, they would go down in are Charlie Cooke, letterman; of Men of the College of Pacific,
A student season ticket, at the
it that a band of vandals, hailing the annals of COP as some of the Stan Reames, letterman; Don whose subject was college oppor lowest price yet offered, will be
from an institution called Fresno fightinist, scrappinist Tigers ever Swift, letterman; Frank Boule, St. tunities for the returned service
on sale soon to members of the
State College, had made the long to caper on the Bengal campus. Marys; Frank Burkett, Vallejo; men.
and tedious journey up to our un They would probably never again Bob Pezzi, St. Marys; James Nel
L. L. Windmiller, registrar of P.S.A.
suspecting, drousing hamlet for be blessed with such an opportun son, El Cerrito. There are three Stockton Junior College and ad
the sole and express purpose of ity. "It's now or never," said one guards and only one foreward visor to the veterans told about ing new veterans on the campus.
defiling and besmirching our lit with the spirit and fire of Patrick among these men, Coach Kjeldson the formation of the club last
Approximately one hundred at
tle vale by means of their insi Henry. The other three were in said.
spring and its aims and objec tended constituting the majority
Coach Kjeldson wants his Tig tives :
dious pranks. None of you could clined to agree with the latter al
of returned servicemen enrolled.
have failed to notice the insolent ternative, but since the orator was ers to play as many college teams
The food was furnished by
1. Mutual air and companion
"F. S. C.'s" that have been detract also the driver, they hastened as possible this season. Some of
Gaia-DeLucchi and served under
ing from the beauty of our build with the alacrity of Pegasus to these may be St. Marys, Santa ship for the returned servicemen.
the direction of John Yadgar, viceings for the past few semesters. ward the fortifications of the ene Clara, Chico, San Jose, California,
2. Participation in campus ac president of the club, assisted by
Now during the progress of dis my. Upon their arrival the place Stanford, and San Francisco.
Bill McFarland and committee.
tivities.
cussion several of the boys work was apparently deserted.
The These, plus offers from many
Other offices are sergeant of
3. Promotion of the movement
ed themselves into a frenzy over morale of the brigade soared. service teams, will give Pacific
arms, held by Frank Burkett, and
toward world peace.
the whole affair. And inasmuch They took heart and two of them a full schedule.
The original club sponsored this adjutant which is open due to the
With a team like this Pacific
as the Bengal Tigers would soon jumped to the task at hand.
dinner
for the purpose of meet- resignation of Stanford Moverly.
be engaging the debaucherous
rooters
may
look
forward
to
a
Meanwhile Patrick, the orator,
Bulldogs in a "friendly" football sat in the car keeping the motor trail of victories for the season,
tilt, these worthy young men de running and a fourth man kept Kjeldson intimated,
cided that it was high time that watch. It seemed almost too good j "
C.O.P. meted out a little justice to to last.
All at once the whole 0ff to the stronghold of the enethose perfidious rascals.
place seemed to be bathed in a 1 my. Another said that at times
ptNHtr CO..
In due course of time the parti blinding light. Cars roared down he thought it would be safer to
culars of the justice were ironed upon them like mad monsters. st0p and let them take us prisonStockton, California
out and it was decided that a cara They assembled their crew with er rather than continue on at that
van of nine or ten cars would pro the utmost celerity and mounted breakneck pace.
Nevertheless
vide sufficient force to insure the jet propulsion on Pegasus. Some ^ they had the doubtful pleasure
prosecution of the events which way or another as fate would ; and satisfaction of dealing out at
they had planned. . . .
have it they managed to pene- ' least some of the revenge they
At 9 p. m. the following evening trate the ring which had been had planned. But not one of them
ONE small, gray convertible was scribed around the arsenal to en suggested returning to complete
briskly making its way to the rais snare our hapless Bengal Tigers. the job. They did, however, re
in center of the world. The four However, in the tumult that fol solve to return on a future date
occupants were approaching the lowed the Tigers lost track of with reinforcements. If they
should keep that promise good,
fortress of the enemy not without their get-away route.
We've taken mittens in hand
misgiving. After all, they told
Meanwhile the frustrated Bull we will try to bring to you
this winter; given them the
themselves, what chance did four dogs were frothing at the mouth readers a thrill-by-thrill descrip
super-warmth of fluffy furs,
stand against thousands?
softness of fleece
lining,
and were lending wings to their tion of their adventures.
beautiful dress-up styling!
In short they could think of no feet in hot pursuit. Everywhere |
We've found your mittens,
reason why they should carry out the Bengals turned they encoun
and they'll keep you warm
the mission and countless alibis tered more ravenous Bulldogs. Fi
all through the winter!
for not continuing the campaign, nally after a half hour of haphaz
yet they kept on, recalling their ard screeching around corners
duty to the honor of dear old Pa and weaving in and out of the
Warm Roomy!
cific.
clutches of carniverous Bulldogs,
GAY MITTENS
Upon arriving at the outskirts they managed to shake off the
2.19
of the enemy's camp they held a angry pursuers. By some quirk
Cloud-white bunnycouncil of war and decided to pre of fortune they were headed in
direction—home. As
fur combined with
pare a quick exit route before at the right
'durable cape leather
tempting to carry out the mission. they collected their wits and re
in gay colors; lined!
This done, they warily approach gained composure, they began to
ed the very arsenal of that fort confide in each other the thoughts
Glamour Plus!
ress with paint and brushes in that had been fleeting through
A L L - F U R
their
heads
during
what
seemed
hand. Their hearts thumped wild
M I T T E N S
ly. To their equal horror and to them was the past decade. In
amazement they discovered that reality it was less than two hours.
2.56*
the despots' den was being patrol One could only talk of what would
Mittens to dream
led by overgrown, overcoat-clad have happened to them if they
Two hours to See
about—all softest
freshman canines who were arm had been captured and bundled
A Lifetime to Remember
white bunny fur,
ed with clubs of various sorts, but
fleece warmth.
— SEE —
all huge. In their anxiety to be
unobserved while they, so to
A Woman Sawed in Half
Laskin Lamb
speak, "cased the joint," they
Human Television!
C
U F F E D
Death on a Guillotine!
made numerous blunders which
We Employ
Weird Execution on Mars
M I T T E N S
contributed to their discovery by
Capable Watchmakers
Dissolving of Two People
a bloodthirsty freshman. Need
The Strange Invention
We have the largest and
2.98*
The Gambler's Nightmare
most up to date jewelry
Precious laskin
The Mystery of the Circus
store in town. We do all
The Creation of a Woman
lamb to go with
kinds of watch and ring re
Norman Higgins
Edison and Einstein
pairing also diamond re
your coat—capesetting and CUTTING. Why
Outdone
s k i n palm in
not surprise yourself and
pretty shades;
— SEE —
pay us a visit? We carry a
fleece inside.
large stock of diamonds,
AH this at the Stockton Hi
watches and jewelry. Our
School Auditorium on
prices are the lowest and
NOV. 21st — Time 8:15 p.m.
Subj. to 20% fed. tax.
our
terms
to
suit
you.
EXPERT LAUNDRY
Admission
"Stockton's First and
SERVICE
Adults $1.20
Children 60c
Only Diamond Cutters"
"CREDIT
JEWELERS"
Auspices
of
Stockton
Opti
PHONE 7-7869
124 E. Main St.,
Stockton
mist Club—B o y s ' Work
2117 PACIFIC AVE.
Fund. Tickets may be ob
tained at College Book Store

WE'VE FOUND YOUR

Open Evenings
'til 10

Alert
Geaners

PESCE & CO.
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Albany Sailors Favored
Over Bolstered Staggmen

Tattler

With the statistical odds heavily favoring the Albany "Beachbusters," who clash with the Staggmen on Saturday afternoon in Baxter
By BENNY BENGAL
Stadium, the fighting Tigers will nevertheless enter the game 100 per
cent stronger in every department than at any time during their early
season clashes.
High in the sky over the Pacific
With over twice the number of
campus appears a startling figure,
men out for practice that he had
zooming through the blue like a
whirlwind, and leaving a fiery
at the end of the summer semes
trail in his wake. Is it a bird?
ter, Coach A. A. Stagg is some
Is it a man? Is it Superman?
what more optimistic over the
NOOOOOOO, it's Benny Bengal,
chances
of his men in the re
who zooms in through the window
of the Weekly editorial room,
maining three games of the sea
seats his black-union-suited fig
son.
ure (a large gold "B" embroider
Vern Warkentin, a 178 lb.
ed on the chest) in front of one of
"flanker back," and Charlie Mothe typewriters, gazes into his
kiao, a 159 lb. quarter, both re
mystic 8-ball, from which comes
turned servicemen who were on
some of his most remarkable com
the 1941 C.O.P. squad will be lend
ments, and submits the following
ing added strength to the backgems of thought for your perusal
field which already boasted Gean
and edification.
Ridley, running back, and Jack
BOUQUETS AND
Vineyard, flanker back, who car
THORNS DEPT.
ried a good deal of the defensive
The "Bouquet of the Week"
load in the U.S.C. game.
goes to the COP guys and gals
Prospects for the Tiger line, al
who ride the 4:30 bus home each
though they are better than at the
school night. Fighting their way
end of the summer semester, were
on and off this bus should earn
hurt slightly on Monday when it
these long-suffering souls a niche
was announced that Bob McDanin the athletic Hall of Fame.
nold, veteran end from last semes
Rumor hath it that USC will
ter sprained an ankle in practice,
probably drop the Tigers from
and will likely be out for the rest
their next years football schedule;
of the Tiger's season.
so THORNS to USC, who has
The only mutual opponent of
probably forgotten that it was Pa
the two teams was the Stockton
cific's 1943 team who filled the
Commandos. The Commandos
L. A. Coliseum (capacity 110,000)
eked out a 13-6 victory in the
for their game with the superci
early season game with the Tig
lious Trojans.
ers, and then went on to tie the
FOOTBALL PLAY
"Beachbusters" 20-20 later on in
OF THE YEAR
the season. Comparative scores,
however, are never any indication
The Pacific Weekly's annual
of the relative strength of the two
award (1000 used and rusty razor
blades) for the football play of the Helen Graham, C.O.P. mermaid, who swims under the colors of San teams.
The sailors will probably enter
year, goes this year to the Univer Francisco's Crystal Plunge, was awarded an engraved wrist watch
the game as heavy favorites, but
sity of Alabama defensive half recently by the plunge as a testimony to her prowess in the water.
as Barnum (or somebody) said,
back, who, during the Tennessee
"The
bigger they come, the hard
game, saw what he thought were
er they fall."
two Tennessee eligible pass receiv Attention Tiger
ers converging on him. Realiz Football Fans
Before the war, Belgium was
ing that he would have to take
the most densely populated coun
This Saturday afternoon, guys
one of the men out and take his
try in Europe.
chances that the other one would and gals on the campus will get a
Helen Graham, College of Pa
miss the pass, he threw a smash glimpse of the Tiger football
ing block, that echoed and rever squad in action. With a practi cific third year student was one
REFRESHMENTS
berated around the stadium, at cally new team on the field, and of the members of San Francis
on the
the nearest man. When the dust the enlarged enrollment we should co's Crystal Plunge championship
CAMPUS
swimming
team
honored
in
a
spec
able
to
fill
the
cheering
section
be
and bits of flying turf and crackial presentation ceremony in the
iing profanity had cleared from completely.
WEE WAISTED DRESSES
the air, the Alabama halfback and
As for getting into the stadium bay city two weeks ago.
FOR JUNIORS
For their brilliant feat in bring
the referee, whom he had knock for this game, Coach Earl Jackson
ed flatter than a pancake, picked was very definite in stating that ing home to San Francisco both
themselves up from the greens students with their Student Body the indoor and outdoor national
You take pride in your 24"
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
ward, they were just in time to Cards are to enter the stadium at womens swimming titles for the
waist,
and well you should.
STUDENTS
see the Tennessee end catch the gate number 4, which is the last year 1945 each girl was given an
"WHERE YOU MEET
Here are dresses that play
pass for the "Vols." only touch gate. He also wanted it known engraved wristwatch and a not
EVERYBODY"
down of the day.
that all students wishing to see yet on the market lastex bathing
up to it . . . soft and full,
This play was judged by the the game, who do not have Stu suit of the latest design.
but always belittling your
Weekly sports staff as being com dent Body cards will be charged
Miss Graham, or Helen as she is
wee waist. Choose a mini
parable only to Douglas Corri- the sum of $1.25 for their admis better known on campus, swam
! FRIEDBERGER'S j mizing midriff, or a peplum
gan's wrong-way flight, and Roy sion.
the 100 and 200 meter freestyle
So if you're planning on going events and also a leg on the 800
Reigel's wrong-way run, hence the
Jewelers
to point it out.
award. (Don't cut yourself shav- to this game, try to avoid conges meter relay. It was in the latter
•ng with all those razor blades, tion by having your student body event at Los Angeles that she
Bud.)
card ready, and go through gate turned in an outstanding perform
ance. Away second in her leg of
Following the first Tattler col No. 4.
JEWELRY FOR
the crucial point winning relay,
umn last week, in which we made
fbe assertion that we would be swer to this is, that since we are Helen fought her way into the
MEN and CO-ED
dishing the dirt on your favorite just "the new kids," frankly, we lead which she and her team
mates
never
relinquished.
The
campus athletes, we have received don't know any athletes as yet.
339 East Main Street
inquiries as to why no dirt has But give us time, give us time, we resulting win clinched the points
and the national outdoor title.
ccn dished as yet. Our only am will.

So Good
for

Juniors

Pacific Mermaid
Wins Match

THE CUB
HOUSE

PACIFIC W
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BETROTHAL OF
M C GREW AND
FURLONG TOLD

MARY

SOCIETY

At a recent housemeeting at
Women's Hall, Eleanor McGrew
announced her engagement to Jim
Furlong.
The box of candy, decorated in
fuchsia paper and tied with a
large white bow, was presented to
the acting president of the hall,
and the note revealing the be
trothal was read.
Eleanor is a sophomore here at
Stockton Junior College and is
majoring in pre-nursing. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
C. McGrew of Oakland.
Her fiance, now in the United
States Marine Corps, is the son of
Mrs. Anita Furlong of Granat
Falls, Washington. Before enlist
ing in the Marine Corps Jim at
tended Washington State College
where he was affiliated with Sig
ma Chi fraternity.
No definite wedding plans have
been made.

Mary Henley Passes Candy
Betrothed to Robert C. Stilphen
Wearing the telltale diamondsring on her left hand is Miss Mar> Pi Kappa Epsilon
Ann Henley who announced her
engagement to Robert C. Stilphen Activities Begin
November 8th at Alpha Theta
Pi Kappa Epsilon, a club for all
Tau.
girls living off campus and not in
The news was revealed via the their own homes, hopes to start
chocolate candy method with off the fall semester with many
Dorothy Thompson bearing the new members.
box which was decorated with
The new officers for this semeswhite ribbon and purple crysan- ter are Pat McClatchey, president;
themums. The box was present
vice-president to be elected; Mar
ed to Mrs. A. H. Turner who read ion Davis, recording secretary;
the announcement.
Betty Hughes, corresponding sec
The bride elect is the daughter
retary; Betty Jacobsen, historian
of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Henley of
treasurer to be elected; and Miss
San Andreas. She is a graduate
Allen, club sponsor.
of the Calaveras Union High
The first meeting will be held
School and the Stockton Junior
as soon as possible, and future
College.
Stilphen received his discharge j plans will then be discussed.
"We're eager for all new girls
this week from the Marine Air
Corps at the Santa Ana Marine interested in Pi Kappa Epsilon,"
Air Base after 18 months over states Pat McClatchey, president.
seas based in the Marshall Islands.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hen comes Mrs. Nora Magee who is j
ry Stilphen of Santa Barbara and the head resilient at North Hall.
is a graduate of the Santa Bar She is assisted by Mrs. Love, prev
bara High School.
iously a house mother at Mills Col
Plans are being for an informal lege.
church wedding in the immediate
Freshman Hall has as its house
future.
mother this term, Mrs. Mabel
Miss Mary Henley who announced
Ainsley originally from James
California.
HOUSE MOTHERS town,
Some of you are already ac
quainted with Mr. John Risser, Ira Marie Porter
NOW RESIDING
professor of psychology at Paci
fic. He and his bride of four Announces Troth
AT PACIFIC
months, are now head residents at
In order to house its many out West Hall, previously known as To John Atkins
of town students Stockton Junior
Rhizonia. Mrs. Risser was house
Miss Iva Marie Porter, sopho
College and College of Pacific
mother at an orphanage in Wash more resident of North Hall, is en
have on this campus seven dormi
ington, D. C. before coming to Pa gaged to RdM-3c John T. Atkins,
tories. Each of these halls, five
cific.
former V-12, now on duty in Nor
of which are for women, has a
Archania Hall, formerly called folk, Va.
head resident known as the house
East Hall, is under the supervis
The formal announcement was
mother. She enforces all rules
ion of Mr. Vernon Warkentin, who
and regulations of the halls and
graduated from Pacific in 1942.
acts as a friend to the occupants.
After spending the last three
We introduce you to Pacific's
years in the Navy he is back at
house mothers.
C.O.P. to finish his fifth year and
Residing in Women's Hall where
receive his teachers certificate in
she was house mother last term
Physical Education. His wife, a
is Mrs. Ann Brady, director of
graduate nurse from Merit Hospi
head residents. She is replaced
tal in Oakland is here with him as
this term by Mrs. Elva Devine
house mother.
who comes from Sacramento
where she was a house mother in
the Y.W.C.A. Beginning her sec
ond year as house mother at Pa
cific is Mrs. Elizabeth Wright as
sisting Mrs. Devine in Women's
Hall.
Central Hall's new head resP
dent is Mrs. Laura Vasie, a form
er teacher of English in Ireland
and England. Her daughter, Arleen, 23, is taking a P.G. course in
ENGAGEMENT
English this year at Pacific.
Mrs. Ethel McCoy came to
Stockton in the fall from Michi
gan where she was a piano teach
er. She is to be house mother
at Manor Hall.
D I A M O N D S are new, modern, daz
From
Southern
California zling! forty extra jacets around the

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
•

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

diamond's "equator"add such wonder
ful sparkle and beauty as you never saw
before ... and help prevent chipping.
Priced no more than ordinary dia
monds, from 475 to $7500. Wedding
bands to match. Style shown, Prelude,
$100.00. (Federal Tax included)

Zetagathean Club
To Hold Rushing

her betrothal to Robert Stilphen
made in August at a tea given
by the bride elect's mother, Mrs.
Charles A. Porter of Needles,
Calif.
The engaged couple are both
graduates of the Needles High
School. Miss Porter is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Porter, and
her fiance is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas W. Atkins, also of
Needles.

The Zetagathean Club, compos
ed of unaffiliated girls of both
Stockton Junior College and th
College of the Pacific, elected of
ficers at a recent meeting held at
the home of Doris Danska.
Alice Hamel will take over the
gavel as president, and her staff
of officers will be: Mary Irene
Motta, vice president; Ruby Phil
lips, recording secretary; Joyce
Bishop, corresponding secretary;
and, Doris Danska,t treasurer.
Plans were made for a rush
party to be given for prospective
members Thursday evening, Nov
ember 15th, from 7:30 to 9:30, in
the S.C.A. building. Officers of
the club will be in charge of the
affair.
Miss Naomi Fugua, of the Busi
ness Administration Department,
is the Zetagathean sponsor.

after dark
Time for you to dress up for the gay whirl
of holiday dances—dressy and sport. See
our selections in black and bright colors.

7.95 t„$29.95

Rings enlarged to show detail

•P«t. and Reg. in U.S. and Foreign Countries

KUECHLER'S
h) u»

SMITH SLANo
<2.-"

TZkajyjL. 5-5851
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Jeanne Hall Announces Betrothal
At Epsilon to John P. Friend

Page 5

JEANNE

PACIFIC SOCIAL
WORLD

Last Saturday evening Epsilon
Lambda Sigma Sorority held op
The engagement of Miss Jeanne
en house for the men students of
Hall to Mr. John Phillip Friend WAA SCHEDULES
both the Stockton Junior College
was announced last Thursday at
and the College of Pacific.
ACTIVITIES FOR
From 8 to 12 p. m. the Epsilons
the Epsilon Lambda Sigma Soror
and their guests presented an in
ity. A bouquet of red roses was COMING MONTHS
formal, spontaneous
program,
presented to Mrs. Lucy Perkins,
danced, and consumed refresh
The first meeting of former
house mother, along with a card
ments of hamburgers, hot dogs,
WAA members was called to or
written in poetry revealing the der by President Dorothy Emigh
cokes and coffee.
Dr. and Mrs. Roy McCall and
plans for a Christmas wedding.
on Wednesday, Nov. 7,1945. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Betz were
The bride to be, daughter of Mr. Emigh resigned because she was
also in attendance.
and Mrs. A. E. Hall, attended unable to hold two seats on the
Committee chairman in charge
AWS
cabinet.
Nominations
were
Stockton High School, Stockton
of the arrangements were: Becky
then
opened
for
president.
Those
Junior College and College of Pa
Roset, general chairman; Bernice
cific. While in Stockton Junior nominated were Marcia Gray and
Tempel, refreshments, and Cam
Helen
Arbios,
who
are
to
be
ap
College she was active in drama
Jamieson, decorations.
tics and social organizations. proved by AWS cabinet before
election
can
be
held.
Helen
Boren
While attending College of the Pa
Introducing the social season at
cific she was chosen "Sweetheart was elected recording secretary.
Alpha Theta Tau Sorority this
The
schedule
for
WAA
activi
of Archania", President of Alpha
semester will be a Box Social to
Epsilon Omicron, honorary radio ties was then discussed. It was
morrow
evening from 8 to 12 p. m.
fraternity; served on the execu decided that team sports, hockey
for residents of Rhizomia, Archan
and
speedball,
would
be
played
on
tive committee and was secretary
ia and off campus male students.
of the Senior Women^ Honor So Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4:15
Informality will be the keynote
and
individual
sports,
tennis
and
ciety.
of
the party where some thirty
Mr. Friend is the son of Mr. archery would be played Mondays
Thete members will be on hand to
and
Wednesdays
at
4:15.
and Mrs. Charles Fisher. Friend,
receive the guests. Each guest
For class credit in intramural
formerly an air corp captain,
will receive a box supper contain
sports
100
per
cent
attendance
is
served in the African campaign
ing
the name of . one of the mem
as a B-17 pilot. He attended local required. WAA credit is also giv
bers with whom he will share the
en.
Two
thirds
attendance
is
re
schools and was prominent in
supper late in the evening..
dramatics at both Stockton High quired for WAA award providing
The house will be decorated
student
is
not
taking
the
same
School and Stockton Junior Col
with greenery with a large serv
class for school credit.
lege.
ing table in the dining room for
Notices will be posted on bulle
Rec
tin boards of living groups as to Miss Jeanne Hall who announced her engagement to John Phillip additional refreshments.
ords
will
furnish
music
for
danc
Dr. Leonard O'Bryon the date of the next meeting.
Friend at Epsilon
ing.
Jane Baty is in charge of the in
Offers New Course
vitations. Betty Holt is chair
RUSHING BEGINS
man for the refreshments assisted
With world emphasis on travel
and communication, Dr. Leonard WITH DESSERT
A tea was given in honor of the piano by Miss Wilma Talboy. by Gail Monroe, Claire Lathey,
Peggy Fronfield. Music will be
O'Bryon is offering an entirely
Miss Beulah L. Watson in Ander
Miss Notvedt of the Home Eco
new Junior College course, called NOVEMBER 25
son Hall Sunday afternoon. Miss nomics Department assisted with under the supervision of Jean
Spangler. Joyce Horrall is the
Introduction to World Languages.
At the Tuesday meeting of the Watson, Dean of Women of Col the flower arrangements consist chairman for the decorations com
The purpose of the course is to
lege
of
the
Pacific
and
Stockton
enable students to have a general Pan Hellenic Council, further Junior College, has returned to ing of chrysanthemums and hy mittee aided by Becky Roberts,
knowledge of several languages plans for rushing were decided up Pacific after an absence of sev drangeas, and Miss Carolyn Lar Shirley Gilpatrick and Mary Vir
on.
son headed the refreshment com ginia Rhodes.
and make their wants known in
All girls interested in rushing eral months during which she vis mittee.
foreign countries.
met on the afternoon of Novem ited her home in Washington, D.
Recommended as a general elec
Epsilon Initiates
ber 13th and the sign up period C. and attended courses in Per
tive before deciding upon a lan
sonnel
and
Guidance
in
various
In a traditional ceremony held
will continue through November
Rushing Rules
guage major for acquiring a cul
in the Epsilon house on Tuesday,
21. At the close of signing up, western colleges. The tea was
ture background, the course will
Silence period will begin, and un sponsored by the Associated Wo
All girls interested in rush November 13, eight pledges were
devote eight weeks of study each
til the bids are received on Decem men Students to welcome Miss ing should know these few re formally initiated. The pledges
to German, French, Italian, Rus
are as follows: Marie Alley, Doris
ber 5, non-sorority members are Watson back to Pacific after her quirements :
sian and Spanish and give intro
sojourn.
1. You must have attended Bemis, Eveline Crudelli, Earleen
not
to
be
in
contact
with
those
ductions to other major lan
Receiving were Miss Marilyn C.O.P. for at least one semes Kendrick, Miriam Martell, Miriam
who are affiliated.
guages. No language credit is
Sheppard, president A.W.S., Miss ter or be a transfer from an McCormack, Patty Lou Peters,
Rushing
events
to
be
held
at
the
given. The text used is "Language
Watson, Miss Dorothy Emiegh,
Pat Stewart.
for War and Peace," covering three campus sororities will be as first vice-president A.W.S., Miss other school.
follows:
2. You must have taken 12
twenty eight languages by Mario
Sunday, November 25, Dessert. Lorraine Knoles, acting Dean dur or more units with a grade av
A. Pei, Ph.D., who teaches a simi
Monday, November 26, Open ing Miss Watson's absence, and erage of C or better.
lar course at Columbia Univer
Rogers Jewelry Co.
Miss Dorothy Gelatt, second viceHouse.
3. You must have a PSA
sity Nearly twenty five students
president A.W.S.
card.
Wednesday,
November
28,
Al
are enrolled in this M.W.F. course
4. You must have an Infirm
pha Theta Tau informal dinner.
Introducing the
line
were
at 12:35.
Thursday, November 29, Epsi Misses Dorothy Anne Peterson, ary card.
Quality Jewelers
If you meet these require
lon Lambda Sigma informal din Monty Reinsburger, Helen Ar
ments and do sign up for rush
ner.
bios, and Jane Baty.
Friday, November 30, Tau Kap
Pouring were Mesdames R. A. ing remember that it is im
MOST INTERESTING
pa Kappa informal dinner.
Brady, Fred Farley, Adelaide portant to keep an open mind
BOOK STORE
as to which sorority is best
Sunday, December 2, Preference Jones, and James Corson.
dinners at all houses.
Other hostesses were Misses until you've had a chance to
Wednesday, December 5, Pledg Meda Aden, Jean Pierce, and Jan compare them.
ing from 2:00 to 4:00.
ice Potter.
OFFICE — SCHOOL
and LEGAL SUPPLIES
Instrumental music during the §T "
"•>
!
tea was furnished by the string
Wagner's most famous work, trio composed of Misses Donna
"The Ring of the Nibelung," con Perrott, Marilynne Burger, and
sists of four complete dramas Connie Cochran.
let me tell 7°*
Incidental music was played on
based on old Teutonic legend.

MISS WATSON IS HONORED

UINN'S

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

Avoid That Dressed Up
Appearance
"Be Casual"
SADDLES
LOAFERS
MOCCASINS
Drop in and see what I have

Roy Logan
Shoe Shop
FOR MEN
224 East Main St.
Opposite Court House

wheAe nvu YieUr
Jeivelltj <Aea£urnA
ocume

S e t d cam
JUr otkeA fdace tut

Slick & Son

TRUTH
^JEWELERY SINCK 1376
RUTH IN JCVYftCRY

JEWELERS
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Dr. Frank A. Lindhorst Heads
New C.C.A. Program at C.O.P.

CAMPUS LIVING
GROUPS ELECT
NEW OFFICERS

r>r Frank A Lindhorst, who recently arrived to teach students in
the new Christian Community Administration program^lose^^
complete facts on this new religious project at an interv
day.
"The Christian Community Ad-*—
ministration" is a project in Re zona, but the following year, he
ligious Education designed to give entered World War I as a Chap
training to students who want to lain.
From 1922 to '24 he was Direc
go into some kind of community
service such as: Churches, YMCA, tor of Religious Education in Lin
club work, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire coln, Nebraska. He held this
Girls, recreational leadership, and same position for five years at the
week day schools of religion on Wilmington Conference Head
released public school time," Dr. quarters in Dover, Delaware. He
has twice been on the Board of
Lindhorst revealed.
Education; once in the MidwestFIELD WORK
One major feature in this pro 9rn regions of Iowa, Illinois, and
gram will include supervised field Missouri, and the other at an un
work. The College of Pacific will disclosed point.
recognize a major in a C. C. A.
From 1940 to early this year
program. Students securing this Dr. Lindhorst was executive sec
course will be required to have retary and counselor in Christian
three units of supervised field Education in the Des Moines area,
work, taking one unit each semes and is now associated with COP as
ter. This study will probably be director of the Christian Commun
placed in the second semester of ity Administration.
the junior year and both semes
He has been affiliated with
ters in the senior year.
many organizations; some of the
"Students will be encouraged to foremost being the American Le
set up their goal for a Master's gion, Fellowship of Reconciliation,
Degree and work towards an A. B. National Association for the Ad
Degree on the way with major vancement of Colored People, Na
emphasis in their study for mas tional Committee on Visual Edu
ters' in C. C. A.," he continued. cation of the International Coun
"This supervised field work will cil of Religious Education, and
be in various agencies in and near leader in the first and second na
Stockton."
tional Visual Education Work
This project is new and many shop.
phases are in the process of being PRODUCER, AUTHOR
Dr. Lindhorst has made a silent
worked out and will be made
known to the student body as film entitled "In Wisdom and in
soon as it is decided upon.
Stature" and has produced many
slide lectures.
BACKGROUND
He is the author of "The Min
And now something about Dr.
Lindhorst. He was born in Illin ister Teaches Religion," which has
ois and grew up in a church. He just been published this year. He
attended Eastern Illinois State has also written numerous arti
Teachers' College for two years. cles and pamphlets.
Two years later found him receiv
ing his A. B. Degree from De
Robert Mackey Heads
Pauw University in Greencastle,
Indiana. He did his graduate Debate Fraternity
work at Harvard and the Univer
sity of Chicago.
Officers for the fall semester
of Pi Kappa Delta, the National
POSITIONS
One of his first positions was Honorary Forensic Fraternity,
that of pastorate in a college. were elected at the Monday night
1916 through '17 found him a Boy meeting.
Officers are Robert Mackey,
Scout Executive in Prescott, Ari

HONOR SOCIETY
WILL CHOOSE
NEW MEMBERS

The Sophomore Women's Hon
Yesterday completed the nom or Society, with Marilyn Dow as
inations, elections, and mstalla President and Dorothy Peterson
tions for all the houses on the as Vice President, are planning a
campus.
. meeting in the near future. The
President of the Women s Hall
is Meda Aden, who announced
that Women's Hall has set Nov
ember 7th, for their house-dance.
At North Hall Virginia Ferris
has been elected President, Pat
Wells as Vice-President, Mary Jo
Hamrich, Secretary - Treasurer,
and Betty Drifill as Historian.
The executive board for Fresh
man Hall are: Evelyn Nauman,
Pres., Madge Bissinger, VicePres., Secretary-Treasurer, Bar
bara Mill, and Barbara Pearce,
Historian.
East Hall has decided upon a
committee to make the rules and
regulations, rather than the usual
officers. They are: Bob Toby,
Lyman Burk, and Chairman, Alan
Sheppard. As yet the house has
not selected a Freshman represen
tative.
A a recent cast of ballots Bill
Moisted was voted as President of
West Hall. Other members of
the house are: Vice-President, Ray
Kring, Hampton Ford, SecretaryTreasurer, and Bill Chappell, So
cial Chairman.
At Central Hall Marjorie Hiers
has been elected President, Robin
Hermansen as Vice-President,
Marglen Sneddon, Secretary, Sar
ah Jane Rawlings, and Historian,
Ruth Wilson.
As yet the calendar's dates for
social events for the houses have
not been set.

meeting will be for the purpose of
chosing twenty girls with the
highest scholastic record from the
last year's Freshman Class.
To
be eligible to join, you must have
a high scholastic record and you
must participate in outside activi
ties. The purpose of this society
is to help the scholarship of the
Freshman girls.

president; Pat Corwin, corres
pond secretary; and Mary Spanos,
treasurer.
P.S.A. sponsors an. active de
bate program, and the first tour
nament is scheduled for early in
December. A tentative schedule
has been planned, but Professor
Betz, sponsor of the local organ
ization, stresses the important
point that in order to meet the at
tempted schedule more students
are needed at once. Professor
Betz states that no previous exper
ience is needed for activity in the
organization.

The light of your life!
. . . this

Jaunty Junior

Of course, you want a suit with a bright
personality. One that tapers your
waist, then flares out in front to tell the world
you're in style! In a pure wool fabric.
Sizes 9 to 15.
Exclusive with us

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COU COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD

39.95

Katten t Marengo Inc.
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<Old West' Will Dean Elliott Reviews
Vesper Organ Recital
Return
with
COP
Before a near-capacity audience
Who's who at Pacific should
certainly feature as one of its out Theater Project last Sunday afternoon at Morris
Chapel, Allan Bacon, College of
standing members, the student

SOLOIST

SPOTLIGHT ON
E. BURGSTAHLER

lISIllslllsB#

The "Old West," characterized the Pacific organist, gave the first
conductor of the Pacific Little
Theatre orchestra, Elton Burg- in the gold rush days, seems to be of a series of vesper organ reci
making a return to popularity. tals. The bright and favorable
stahler.
College of the Pacific is contribu weather made it possible for an
Elton has worked with this ting to this trend by organizing unusual number of out of town
music lovers to attend the recital,
group until now he has a very the Columbia Theatre project.
several
coming from distant Moth
promising organization. The or
Columbia Theatre derives its er Lode points. They were well
chestra is composed of student
name from the "ghost town" of rewarded by hearing and seeing
musicians, many of whom have
Columbia, located in the Mother beauty, an unique combination
worked with him before.
The
Lode District. The theatre itself which may be found in listening
purpose of the group is playing
has been known for many decades to the great Kress Organ midst
for all Pacific Little Theatre pro
as the Fallon House, erected in the architectural splendor of Mor
ductions, the first of which is "A
1850. The original owner was an ris Chapel.
Bell for Adano." Elton selects
Irish immigrant and hotel keeper
his own background music for all
Mr. Bacon's program was fifty
by the name of Owen Fallon. The
productions. He has chosen a
Fallon House was long the center minutes in length, just right for
special arrangement of "There's
of colorful social and entertain a vesper recital, and contained
Something About a Soldier" for
ment life. Famous plays and three stirring Armistice Day num
this first play.
players visited Columbia as they bers—"Requiescat in Pace" by
It has been his objective in the toured the "Gold Circuit."
Leo Sowerby, "To an American
past to compose and arrange at
Soldier" by Thompson, and "La
Now, the Columbia Hotel And ment After a Roll-Call in Fland
least one composition for each
production. This isn't always pos- Theatre has been purchased by ers" by Cyril Jenkins. Other
possible, however, but he consid the College of the Pacific and the numbers which brought out the
ers each venture a stepping stone famous old building will be restor incomparable resources of the
for further advancement. Elton ed to its original grandeur." With Kress Organ were "A Mighty
is quite calm about "so-called" the stage rebuilt, the thrilling old Fortress is Our God" by Max
failures, realizing their value to melodramas of the 19th century Reger, and the Guilmant "Lamen
vintage will return with much the tation in D minor," both played
him in the future.
same
vim and vigor as originally. with particular effectiveness by
A future in music is his desire,
the soloist. Midway through the
with no limitations. There can
DeMarcus Brown is in complete
be no great disappointments in supervision of the Columbia Thea program Earl P. Oliver, baritone
a future with such varied inter tre and Mr. Arthur Farey is as of the Conservatory faculty sang
"Lord God of Abraham" from
ests in the musical field.
His sisting as business manager.
Mendelssohn's "Elijah." Mr. Ol
major interest is composition. He
Productions are scheduled to co iver has an excellent voice, and
won the Pi Kappa Lambda song
contest last year with his negro incide with the California centen the accoustical properties of the
spiritual, "Oh, Lord I'm Happy, nial years, '48, '49, and '50. Casts chapel were equally perfect for
Me and the Heavenly Band." He will be chosen from C.O.P. and both voice and organ.
is very apt at writing light bal preparation for productions will
The setting sun shown through
lads, and has also considered this begin in the summer of '47 and be the stained glass windows as the
as a possible future. Radio and presented in '48 and '49.
recital progressed, and this, to
the movies are a primary interest
gether with the view of Calisto
Pacific Little Theatre proposes
for a future in music, with teach
Piazza's sixteenth century master
to operate the Columbia Theatre piece "The Assumption of the ViP
ing as a possible recourse.
on the pattern of a summer school gin," the vaulted Gothic arches,
Elton is a senior here at Pacific
in theatre arts. Restoration of the cathedral red of the carpets,
and after another year of post
the complete facilities of the old and the pure white of the altar
graduate work he plans to attend
structures would provide not only rich in candle light, made the
the Eastman School of Music in
the theatre itself, but living and chapel a place of breath-taking
Rochester, N. Y., where he will
dining accommodations for an ade beauty, the ideal setting for the
work on his master's degree. He
quate company and staff, as well music of the Kress Organ. The
is from Lodi, where he has al
as proper space for administra next of this series of vesper or
ready established himself as a
tion and management. The school gan recitals will be given Sunday,
practicing musician. He plays
would be operated under the same November 18 with Horace I.
the organ for the First Baptist
academic controls that have ap Brown as guest violin soloist.
Church there, and gives piano les
plied to other off-campus sections
sons both in Lodi and Stockton. of summer session study.
JOHN GILCHRIST ELLIOTT

+—

This is your Conservatory col
umn conserved lor concise Con
servatory chatter, news, and re
views concerning music majors
It will appear here
and events.
weekly and any item of interest
you music lovers might have, or
any criticisms of or contributions
to the news printed here will be
aDDreciated by your humble re
porters.
The Stockton Symphony concert
season opened with a "whopper"
of a program Monday evening.
Kayton Nesbitt, who is, inciden
tally, a native of Stockton, was
very well received. His excellent
musicianship as well as his superb
tenor quality made his four num
bers (two encores) a pleasure to
the ear. The program opened
with Rossini's overture to "The Orchesis Tryouts to
Barber of Seville" which was fol Be Held November 19
lowed by a short "Pavane" by Ra
Mrs. Grace Nossek, adviser of
vel. Mozart provided the "Symphonie, Number 34 in C Major." Orchesis, has just released the
Mr. Nesbitt then sang "Che Gilida names of members and pledges to
Manina" from the opera, "La Bo- this group.
Members are: Beverly Billups,
heme" by Puccini. After a short
intermission, the dynamic "Tone- president; Joan O'Connor, vice
Poem, Don Juan," by Richard president; Anita Stewart, secre
Strauss was presented. A truly tary-treasurer; Marianne Ahearn,
exciting and beautifully written Mary Daggs Robinson, and Jan
contemporary work, this composi ice Gosling. Jean Arnold, Evel
tion needs a much fuller and tech yn Dow, Grace Gross, Thyra Jef
nically precise orchestra to do it frey, Elizabeth Follette, Jeanette
justice. Mr. Nesbitt performed Morrison Reames, and Patty Lou
his last program piece, "La Re- Peters are all pledges to the
ve de Des Grieux" by Massenet dance class.
The date for the Dance Sympos
and was hailed back this time for
two encores. The program was ium at Mills College has been set
concluded with the light and typi for Friday evening, November 30.
cally Johann Strauss "Eat, Drink, Miss Eleanor King of Seattle will
and Be Merry." Those conserva be the guest artist and lecturer.
Tryouts for all women students
tory students participating in the
symphony were Donna Perrott interested in the dance group will
and Jackie Fowler, violinists,. be held Monday afternoon at 5
Marilynne Burger, Joanne Elliott o'clock, November 19th in the
and Marilyn Nelson, cellists, and Dance Studio. Orchesis pledges
will be chosen from this group.
Claramae Gilkey oboist.
Mrs. Wilhelmina Harbart's mu All those interested should see
sic therapy work this year is head any member of the group or Mrs.
ed toward new heights. Besides Nossek for further information.
the program weekly at the state
hospital, she has planned numer and will be a complete Mozart pro
ous channels through which mu gram. •
Tuesday, November 20th, is the
sic may be brought to those who
need it. A half hour program was date to keep open for what prom
The U.S. 5th Fleet burned 630,given last Friday over KGDM. ises to be a really fine perform 000,000 gal of fuel in 7 weeks dur
Mrs. Harbart was narrator and ance. Xenia Boodberg, 18 year ing June and July 1944, which was
presented a short survey of the old protege of Russian aristo more than was used by the whole
types of music used in her various cracy, is making her first Stock Pacific fleet in 1943.
guidance and therapy projects. ton appearance. It ought to be
Genny Jones, Phyllis Duval, Mar quite a concert since her program
ion Wichert, Donna Perrot, and contains such works as Beethoven
Shellubrication
Marilynne Burger were the stu variations, Shubert sonatas, Cho
and
dents used to illustrate her musi pin preludes, Prokofieff
Shell Products
cal descriptions. The same group Scjvstalpvocj numbers. Hope to
Tire and Batterywill appear at Angels Camp next see lots of just interested people
Service
Tuesday, November 20.
there as well as all music majors.
Be sure to be on hand for comn^g events in the musical world.
Concerts this year will be given
One Week Service
ln a new fashion, each concert
Phone 3-0604
Presenting works of one of the
JEWELRY STORE
2302 Pacific Ave.
great men of music. The first
524 E. Main Street
will be Monday, November 26th,
+4
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—EDITORIAL—

MRS. ROSE HART

Mrs, Rose Hart,
Keeper of Music

MORRIS CHAPEL

The war is over and the majority of fighting is finished
and yet we're being asked to contribute more money to the
This is a story of music and this
Victory Loan Drive, which seems to many people like con
is a story of a room in Anderson
tinuing the payments on a dead horse. So the pertinent
Hall. But mostly this is a story
question at this time is, why should we contribute time, en
of the lovely grey-haired lady who
ergy and money to what appears to be a pointless task.
is the keeper of the music in this
"Magic Carpet" room. Here is
To those of us who have brothers, husbands, fiances
the story.
or even boy friends overseas, or on the verge of being sent
In 1938 the Carnegie Founda
overseas, this question needs no answer. We know why our
tion of New York gave the College
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18
money is desperately needed at this time. Therefore, this
of the Pacific a record player, 58
11:00 a. m.
appeal is to those of you who say, "The war is over, we
musical reference books and ap
Speaker—Dr. Roy C. McCall
have given enough".
proximately one thousand classi
Subject—"A-Bominable Era"
One of the four horsemen of mythology, war, has been
cal records with scores thereto.
Leader—Hollis Hayward
There was one obligation and that
eliminated, but of the others, pestilence and famine, which
Soloists — Phyllis Duval and
was that the collection should not Genevive Jones
follow in the wake of war, are still among us.
be put in the Conservatory, but
Organist—Allan Bacon
Our boys are stationed in countries where they have
rather, be placed in a building
an excellent opportunity to observe first hand, the effects
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
where everyone would be able to
ot war upon the civilian populace who had little or nothing
10:45 a. m.
come and enjoy them. For a long
Speaker—
to do with the actual waging of destruction upon their fel
time the collection had no official
Everyone is welcomed and urg
caretaker. Then, in 1942, there
low man. Whether these women and children are the wives
ed
to attend both meetings.
came
from
Santa
Rosa
a
lady
to
and children of our enemies or our allies, has little to do
act
as
Assistant
Housemother
at
with the fact that they are human beings. The future of the
Women's Hall. This was Mrs. the music," says Mrs. Hart. And
world and its peace, lies in the hands of the young people
Hart. She found out about the once there was the fellow who sat
of the world and in the reeducation of the children of Eur "We Pay the Check" collection not being much used and made faces into the twentyope and Asia. Therefore it is necessary for the allies, name
and asked if she might come and foot mirror and Mrs. Hart couldn't
ly, the United States, England, and Russia to contribute as Did you ever go into a restaur play them once or twice a week pull him out of it 'til she played
ant and sit down next to the cash
much as possible toward the relief of suffering and hunger register, and watch the different for the students, faculty, and, na the shipwreck from "Scherezade."
BUt through it all Mrs. Harl
among the youngsters of these foreign nations. This is only people as they paid their checks? turally, for herself.
keeps smiling, asking newcomers
one of the many ways in which the money you give will be If you haven't, you've missed The College agreed and Mrs.
Hart came twice a week in the their names and remembering
put to use.
something. These are just a few
evenings to play the many re them afterwards.
Although the combat of war is finished, we realize that of the payment characters you'd quests. As time "snuck" by, That is the story of the music
see:
it is imperative for us to maintain a force overseas for the
more and more students and fac and the room and the lady—the
the
Spend-Thrift." ulty began to ask why Mrs. Hart music is swell, the room is like
purpose of policing the aggressor nations. This is not a short "Tony
Tony's the guy with the loud
nor a simple task! It is one which requires not only careful clothes, and loud mouth. He didn't get into her "cage" on the the living room at home only big
thinking and planning, but money! This money can only picks up all the checks he can rest of the evenings of the week. ger and that lovely lady behind
Finally, in the spring of 1944 Mrs. the bars is Mrs. Hart!
come fi^om you.
find; then swaggering up to the Hart was officially made "Hostess
Our men do not like the prospect of remaining away cash register, he slams all the of the Hall" and "Keeper of the
11om home any more than we like to see them away. It is checks on the counter, throws Collection." Since then she has Chapel Improvements
possible for us, by judicious use of our national resources, down a twenty-dollar bill and with kept the Social Hall open daily
Decorations and improvements
a joyful guffaw he announces that and it has become a real part of
to cut short the time» required
per individual "man.
As "
a unit,
u " 1 1 , i it
on Morris Chapel are now com
. , , t t •» i c ,
"
*
""**•
" is
™ the smallest
a m a i i e s i nhee nhas.
a s . T o n y campus life.
pleted. The Apostle's Creed old
the United Mates Army will be on occupational duty for the goodfellow, Tony the sport,
Mrs. Hart has made a few
est statement of faith of the Chris
many years, but by the establishment of more and better |Tony the :'erk!
changes inside and outside of the
separation centers and the maintenance of veteran's hospi "Slip it on the counter Bill." "cage." She has extended the in tian church has been inscribed in
tals, our individual soldier will be home sooner. Here again Here's a speedy character. He's dexes to include works, artists, or Latin over the arches in the nave.
The Greek inscription, Kurie Eleimoney is desperately needed by our government, and you, the guy that nonchalantly strolls chestras and group-types. She son is placed over the large arch
up to the cash register; then when
and millions like you are the government. Please give all no one is looking he makes a flip keeps a personal record book of leading into the chancel.
you can. Each quarter, nickle, or dime you donate will bring like motion with his arm and the selections played each day,
Themes for the stained glass
who asks for them and at what
nim home one minute sooner!
windows on the North side of the
slips the money and the check on

time. One of the reasons for this
the counter. Bill is a firm believ is that several times folks have building are from the New Testa
November II 1918-Peace. The war to end all wars er in that old saying that the hand come in and asked to hear "that ment. Mathew, the divine man,
ended But something went wrong. Something became very is quicker than the eye. Also, he piece you were playing Wednes Mark, the divine king, Luke, the
divine sacrifice and John, sym
reads Mandrake the Magician."
sour. Somehow the war to end all wars became the begin "Gee-how-I-hate-to-pay-it Ed." day at the time I was on my way bolizing the higher nature and
to P. E."
h
ning of World War II.
This fellow would have loved the
"Music runs in streaks," Mrs. pure spirit of God, are depicted.
This time we heard more glorious speeches about the | free lunch era. He was just born Hart says. During the time when Ancient symbols have been used
On the south wall, well
f rnir freedoms, and somewhere in the four is freedom from thirty years too late. He adds the "A Song to Remember" was show in each.
figures, re-adds them, shakes his ing downtown so many asked for known characters of the Old
All our scientists tell us that the next war would be the head, then mournfully reaches in Chopin's works that she was Testament, the prophet Elisha, the
to his pocket. By now there is a
Shunamite mother who sheltered
eginning ot the end for humanity. Our statesmen continue long line of people behind him. afraid they would be worn out. the prophet, Jacob, the patriarch
This was also true of "Blossomto wrangle and squirm; shaking England's hand today and And as friend Ed goes out the
and his beloved son, Joseph are
time" and "Rhapsody in Blue."
going out with Russia tonight. And somewhere in the door he fondly gives all the giris The Social Room is the scene of each portrayed in the glass win
in the place a quick appraisal job. many strange but yet collegiate dows. Name plaques may be
This fellow is nuts about figures happenings. There is the music seen under each window giving
of all types.
student tensely listening to the names of the sponsors or tell
"Bashful Fred." Fred's one of Tschaikovski's Fourth and a little ing to whose memory a window
those sad people who remind you later the group gathered around has been dedicated.
0
a
big St. Bernard.
He's the piano playing the "Hong Kong
afraid that someone is going to
Blues." Some one is reading the Near Chaos in Gym
recognize him, and he's the type
funny paper, doing homework, or
Mary Flaa.
Flaa, Editor
T...
1^*#
\of fell°w who'd stand out in a making a date with his girl. One
Terrifying screams and shrieks
Published every Friday durine t^rnreu°CUm'BUSineSSManageriCr0W^ed subway- He tries to fellow is asleep in a chair "it's were heard last week in the gym;
Student Association rlrt
°Ufge year by the Paci*ic sneak UP to the cash register like
women were dashing
madly
1924, at the Post Office StSton'calTfO^a
a™?1" °Ct°ber 24'i^
°n reconnai^ance. It's red, Fred, my boy, that's a new about, and tears flowed like
t0n' California' under the Act of March hls target for tonight. Then when
3, 1879.
'
COCA COLA.
shade of red, charming Freddie.
Ibe s sure that no one is looking
Investigating a little closer, we
What's that? You don't believe
"
. he edges the check and the mon
overheard one conversation that
to the
EDITORIAL BOARD
; ey on io
tne counter.
counter He thnnaht a word of it. Tell you what you went something like this: "I wan
thought ought to do.
Associate Editor
< he had the exict oh*
Next time you're ov
XT
Society Editor
Nancy Deming I out. SQ
<-haige figured er at Thor's" watch the parade na,' I wanna,' I wanna!" cried one
distressed damsel. Her partner,
Sports Editor
^ckie Geyer the door BuTnL^',
a** of check payers. I've mentioned
trying to comfort her, replied in
Dean Simpson i mistake he's commit 1
a just a few of
Feature Editor..
the many types.
a motherly tone, "Don't take it so
!
Drama Editor
Ferol Egan dinal sin aLng
^ Pick out your type and write to
hard, honey! They might have
We Pay the Check in care of sta them tomorrow."
:
: : :
:
tion W.H.Y. If you're an UN
What was this thing that had
USUAL type, you may be inter almost all??? the girls swooning?
viewed on We the Checkpayers Had elastic girdles been released?
Hour. What type am I? Oh why Were nylons on sale? No, some
talk about me? Just pass the thing terrible had happened. The
|hke this: Thats a new shade of soap; these dishes are plenty
J TOWELS hadn't arrived from the
dirty.
laundry.
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